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JUTE THEATRE 

COMPANY

ABOUT THE COMPANY

JUTE Theatre Company is in tropical Cairns, and is brimming with unique voices and stories, and chooses 

to see our identify as strength.

JUTE has a story, a simple one; the best stories are. Like all the best stories, ours is rich with courage, 

resilience, hope and joy. It began with a simple passionate idea, and one that has endured for almost 30 

years, engaging the talents and the hearts of artists and audiences alike.

Our story has developed a compelling plot; one that twists and turns, adapts, and refines, delivering 

satisfying theatrical experiences time after time. However, our story is grounded with a clear eye on the 

practical challenges of the current world and foreseeable landscape. It is a story with no denouement in 

sight. JUTE has a vision, a mission, and a strategy to build upon its past successes and to forge ahead into 

a bright and ambitious future.

DARE TO DREAM PROJECT

The creative rationale for Dare to Dream comes from a commitment JUTE made in 2012 to the long-term 

development, production and touring featuring new inspirational First Nations- lead stories. The vision is 

to reach into remote communities who rarely have opportunities for access to or participation in theatrical 

arts expression of this kind. The stories are designed to be inspirational and aspirational. Dare to Dream 

stories are developed in collaboration with First Nations artists as key creatives on the project. Each year a 

theatre work is being toured to schools in remote areas of North Queensland. The tour includes a one-week 

workshop program being conducted in ten schools with significant numbers of Indigenous students.

Dare To Dream is all about the ‘if only...’ and the ‘what if...’ It is about the transformative power of theatre at 

its most simple, most raw, most potent.

IMPACT MEASUREMENT & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT

JUTE is committed to the improvement of the Dare to Dream project and teacher feedback is crucial to 
progressing and growing appropriate context development and performing results.

JUTE encourages teachers and students to fill in the pre and post survey to assist evaluate and monitor 

the Dare to Dream project. (Refer to back pages for surveys or online link: 
www.surveymonkey.com/r/DaretoDreamGetYourGeekOnSurvey

This teacher’s booklet provides some information and learning activities that can be used before and after 

the show.
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1. Innisfail

2. Cooktown

3. Mapoon

4. Weipa

5. Pormpuraaw

6. Aurukun

7. Kowanyama

8. Mossman

9. Ravenshoe

10. Innisfail - Radiant Life

DARE TO DREAM

2021 LOCATIONS

On this Dare to Dream tour the Get Your Geek On play will visit these locations: 

Kowanyama

Mapoon

Pormpuraaw

Weipa  

Mossman

Aurukun

Ravenshoe

Innsifail

Cooktown
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DARE TO DREAM 

RESOURCE FRAMEWORK

BEFORE THE PLAY

• Identify the history of the local First Nations peoples – clan names, place names based on local 

language and so on.

• Discuss whether local First Nations were moved elsewhere, if so, where?

• Explore stories about those First Nations people who left/have come back.

• Talk about places and objects that are precious to you, your family, and your community.

• Do the Pre-performance workshop workshop in this document and identify any students for whom this 

production may cause stress or anxiety.

DURING THE PLAY

• Exercise respect for the actors and other audience members through listening (this is called theatre 

etiquette).

• Notice the different conventions and techniques the actors use to tell the story.

• Note the various staging elements such as set design, props, sound and so on that help create mood 

and atmosphere and tell the story.

• Think about questions to ask the actors.

AFTER THE PLAY

• Debrief with students about science, First Nations science and this influence in the play.

• Reflect on the key messages of the performance.

• Do the post-performance workshop in this document.
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THE PLAY: GET YOUR GEEK ON

BY ISAAC DRANDIC

Get Your Geek On is written as a two-hander touring show.

The work has been commissioned by JUTE Theatre Company as part of the Dare to Dream Project.

Our lead character Djirra is played by one actor (female) and all the other characters are played by the 

other actor (male). There are quick character transitions and costume changes throughout the play. Simple, 

clear, and clever conventions are used for practical and theatrical purposes. The costume changes (for 

example) are as simple as a hat, glasses, cravat, wig, eye patch to distinguish one character from another. 

And of-course big physical characterisations from the actors. The action moves swiftly from one moment to 

another with no big scene changes or flagging of scene changes.

Synopsis

Djirra is a massive science geek and going places. There’s a local science competition that she has to win 

at all costs but her biggest rival Kevin seems to know what she’s thinking and stands between her and the 

mantle of being the best inventor in town. 

This is an inspiring story about girls pursuing science, about friendships, and an engaging father daughter 

relationship.  With an engaging and eminently portable set by Simona Cosentini and Simone Tesorieri. The 

music and songs by well-known and loved Indigenous musician and performer David Hudson.

The music will be used as part of the workshop process with the young people exploring song writing, 

movement and performance making.

Why this performance?

Playwright Isaac Drandic had a key focus when writing this play “I purposely made the lead character Djirra 

interested in science because we are the most knowledgeable natural scientists in the world and have been 

for millennia. It is as natural as football or netball and physical excellence.”

This performance was devised to promote and embed ideas about Indigenous women in science and the 

value of creativity. It also presents some healthy examples of daughter and father relationships and the 

idea of rivals. This performance acknowledges the importance of Indigenous science and celebrates young 

people who want to have a life of intellectual aspirations.
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THE PLAY: GET YOUR GEEK ON

KEY CREATIVES

KEY CREATIVES

Monica Stevens (Creative producer) is a proud mBabaram woman. Her 
Aboriginal ancestry is Yidindji, Kuku Yalanji and Guugu Yimithirr of Cape 
York Peninsular. Monica was born in Gordonvale, Far North Queensland, 
Australia. She is a 1979 senior Innisfail State High School graduate 
who moved to Sydney to pursue an arts career. She is a 1984 National 
Aboriginal Islander Skills Development Association, (NAISDA) dance 
college graduate. Monica performed with the original Aboriginal Islander 

Dance Theatre (AIDT, 1983 – 1988) and she is a founding member who helped establish Bangarra Dance 
Theatre, Australia (1989 -1994). She has toured Australia, Finland, Germany, England, United States of 
America, New Zealand, Japan, China, Japan, and Indonesia. With a strong belief in education, Monica is a 
2020 Deakin University graduate of a Master of Arts (Research) specialising in contemporary dance and 
motion capture technology. She worked in various arts and administrative roles, finding the presentation 
of First Nations dance and theatre a rewarding career.

Isaac Drandic (Playwright and Director) is Noongar from the southwest 
of Western Australia and is connected through marriage to Yidinji 
(Gordonvale) and Meriam (Murray Island/Mer Torres Strait). He is also 
Croatian on his father’s side. He is a father, actor, playwright, dramaturg, 
and director. He trained as an actor in the Aboriginal Theatre course at the 
Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts and made his professional 
acting debut in One Destiny by Black Swan Theatre Company in 2001. He is 
a recipient of the Victorian Indigenous Performing Arts Award - Uncle Jack 

Charles Award 2008. In 2018 The Season was nominated for eight green room awards winning the big three 
for best new writing, best direction, and the coveted award for best production in the Theatre Companies 
category.
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THE PLAY: GET YOUR GEEK ON

KEY CREATIVES

KEY CREATIVES

Dr David Dahwurr Hudson (Musician), descends from the Ewamian/Yalanji, 
people of the northeast coast of Australia. He has a diverse career and is a 
renowned musician, artist, entertainer, actor, and presenter. David promotes 
awareness of Aboriginal culture and tradition wherever he travels. He has 
travelled extensively throughout Australia and the World, including Europe, 
Asia, Oceania, and the USA as a solo artist with Greek composer Yanni and 
world-renowned dance troupe Tjapukai, which he co-founded. David is 
inspired by all the natural elements of his environment and with each work 

he creates, he gives a part of himself and his culture. He loves to give back to the community and currently he 
is a cultural facilitator, mentor and he holds a position as a QTIC Champion (Qld Tourism Industry Council) 
Cultural Advisor to Council and Chairman of FPAC (First People’s Advisory Board) – Cairns Regional Council.

Simona Cosentini (Set and Costume Designer) is from Naples (Italy) and is a 
passionate designer. She is influenced by her hometown culture and family. 
Simona completed her Fine Arts Studies in Scenic Design. She has earned 
her skill and knowledge travelling around Italy and Europe, designing, 
and producing work within regional and independent companies and 
entities. Since her arrival in Cairns in 2012 she has designed for the major 
theatre companies and entities and attained amazing collaborations and 
consolidated my career. By providing exceptional designs and contents to the 

development and production of new works in theatre, art community projects and events not exclusively 
within the Queensland region. <Crop this photograph from the left>

Simone Tesorieri (Set and Props Designer) was born in Bologna (Italy)where 
he started off as a sculptor, trained in Conservation, fresco and ornamental 
design. Passionate for the Opera theatre, he completed his academic studies 
in Scenic design. He strengthened his knowledge and skills in the years of 
training and contract work with major theatre companies and internationally 
award directors as Peter and Irina Brooks, Ronconi, Pier’Alli, Yoshi Oida. 
Since Simone moved to Cairns in 2012, he has designed for the major local 
theatre companies and entities. He has attained amazing collaborations 

and consolidated his career, providing not only exceptional designs and contents to the development and 
production of new works in the industry of theatre, arts, community projects and events within the region, 
as well as mentoring and interpreting their specific needs.
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THE PLAY: GET YOUR GEEK ON

TOURING CREW & CAST

TOURING CREW & CAST

PJ Rosas, (Tour and Stage Manager) is a Yidinji Mbarbrum man whose 
people are originally from the Atherton Rainforests. He works from North 
Queensland and Melbourne. PJ is a partner of the Slippery Eel Productions. 
He has worked in education and employment after training at Swinburne 
University and Victorian College of the Arts in production management. He 
has worked extensively for over three decades as a tour and production for 
many arts organisations including ILBIJERRI, and festivals across Australia 
and internationally. He has worked for major events such as the World 

Indigenous Peoples Conference, and the 2018 Commonwealth Games Festival. He has been a tour manager 
for the 2016 and 17 Proppa Solid, 2018 Bukal, 2019 The Longest Minute and 2021 Road Safety Back on Track 
Dare to Dream projects.

Taeg Twist is a Birri Gubba Birriah and Ngāpuhi person from Waibene. Taeg 
was heavily involved and performed in the QANTAS and Gondwana Choirs 
from age 10. Some of their performances include the Shanghai World Expo 
and the Oprah Winfrey Show in Sydney. Taeg has performed for Cairns 
Choral Society as ‘Rizzo’ in the musical Grease and ‘Gary Coleman’ in the 
musical Avenue Q and in JUTE Theatre Company productions ‘Bukal’ & ‘Back 
on Track’. Taeg toured both JUTE productions to 10 regional and remote 
North Queensland communities as part of the Dare to Dream Residency 

program. Following its initial tour in 2018, Taeg performed ‘Bukal’ at the Woodford Folk Festival. Moreover, 
Taeg was a lead facilitator on the Dare to Dream residency program and has been a facilitator for the 2018 
and 2019 JUTE Actors Studio.

Sean Dow (Actor) was born on Nyoongar Boodjah, Manjimup Western Australia 
and is a Kungandji - Birigubba man. He has performed in multiple professional 
productions nationally since graduating from the Aboriginal Performance 
course at Western Australian Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) in 2003, 
and Aboriginal Centre of Performing Arts (ACPA) with an advanced diploma in 
Performing Arts in 2015. Sean has performed for Yirra Yaakin theatre, Deckchair 
Theatre, ARTSLINK QLD, Queensland Music Festival and Wagga Wagga Wagga 
Civic Theatre. His career has seen him cast in several professional productions 

including In The Nyitting Time, Muttacar Sorry Business, Talk It Up, Karakouer!, Deadly Eh?, Kaarla Kaatijin, 
Hoods, My story Your story and The Hall Committee. 
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CURRICULUM LINKS & PRIORITIES

WAYS INTO LEARNING

Aboriginal and Torre Strait Islander Professional standards

The Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership (AITSL) oversee the Professional Standards 

that are described to teachers at four levels:

1. Graduate

2. Proficient

3. Highly Accomplished

4. Lead teacher

There are seven Professional Standards that are further divided into smaller domains. It is important that 

teachers incorporate these standards into their daily teaching practice and planning.

Standard 1.4 relates to strategies for teaching Aboriginal students and/or Torres Strait Islander students

Standard 2.4 that pertains to understanding and respecting Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander 

histories, cultures and languages

For further information: 

https://www.aitsl.edu.au/tools-resources/resource/improving-teaching-in-aboriginal-and-torres-

“strait-islander-education-australian-professional-standards-for-teachers 
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The five art forms (music, dance, drama, media and visual art) are explored through the interrelated strands 

of Making and Responding. This performance provides links and stimulus to these strands.

Drama allows students to work in interactive and embodied ways to explore contexts. In drama, role- play, 

narrative, and the elements of drama (tension, focus, mood, symbol, place, time, space, language, and 

movement) are used to communicate meaning. After viewing the performance students can make drama 

related to; finding the balance between taking risks and keeping safe and the challenges of peer pressure 

and wanting to succeed. For example, they can create improvisations about peer pressure. They can also 

respond, reflect upon and evaluate the performance.

Science

Indigenous Science - The science knowledge that has been held for thousands of years by the First Nations 

People. In recent years there has been significant change to the approach of teaching science to include the 

knowledge(s) of Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander Histories and Cultures. 

New Science elaborations addressing Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures 

In response to feedback from community and educators, ACARA has developed 95 new elaborations with 

accompanying teacher background information to help teachers to incorporate the Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander Histories and Cultures cross-curriculum priority in the Australian Curriculum: Science. 

The following is the introduction to the new curriculum initiatives from the Australian Curriculum: 

These elaborations were developed with the assistance of ACARA's Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 

Advisory Group and Taskforce, and Science and Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander curriculum specialists 

and provide practical examples across all three strands of the science curriculum and all year levels.

The elaborations acknowledge that Aboriginal Peoples and Torres Strait Islander Peoples have worked 

scientifically for millennia and continue to contribute to contemporary science. They are scientifically 

rigorous, demonstrating how Indigenous history, culture, knowledge and understanding can be 

incorporated into teaching core scientific concepts.

The elaborations and accompanying teacher background information support teachers in providing a more 

culturally responsive curriculum experience for Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander students resulting in 

increased engagement and better educational outcomes. They also provide an opportunity for teachers to 

engage all students in respect and recognition of the world's oldest continuous living cultures.

 

To read elaborations: https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/f-10-curriculum/cross-curriculum-

priorities/aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-histories-and-cultures

THE AUSTRALIAN CURRICULUM

MAPPING THE UNITS
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DRAMA & INDIGENOUS 

WAYS OF LEARNING AND COMMUNICATION

Indigenous history, records, and further considerations

While drama and theatre might be considered western theatre forms, storytelling and performance modes 

have been at the core of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultural identities and practices. Dramatic 

forms of learning can provide positive pathways and opportunities for expression by First Nations artists 

and young people, as well as building further understanding for the wider Australian population.

Australian First Nations cultures are the longest continuous living cultures in the world, stretching back at 

least 60,000 years; with recent DNA evidence suggesting it could be more like 75,000 years. Many of the 

issues they have faced are not dissimilar to other First Nations peoples around the world, with experiences 

of colonisation, dispossession, assimilation, racism and deracination.  Throughout the twentieth and 

twenty-first centuries, there have been concerted efforts to acknowledge the wrongs of the past and 

initiate reconciliation processes. There are also important stories to be told about First Nations peoples’ 

resilience and creativity and this play Get Your Geek On is one such story.

In drama and theatre, we have seen the emergence of a strong body of work by Aboriginal and Torres Strait 

Islander artists and writers. Through their scripts and performances, these creatives have documented 

their experiences, perceptions, and imaginings through embracing, adapting, and innovating upon 

western theatre forms of performance and contributing to our understandings of Aboriginal and Torres 

Strait Islander Experiences. These play texts contain great sources of insight that can be brought into any 

classroom, not only theatre or drama classes and for all students. There are many other excellent scripts 

by Indigenous playwrights that can be used in the classroom. For example, look for works by Kevin Gilbert, 

Bob Maza, Robert Merritt, Eva Johnson, Jack Davis, Leah Purcell, Sally Morgan, Jane Harrison, Wesley 

Enoch and Deborah Mailman, Jimi Bani, Nakkiah Lui and the last ‘Dare to Dream’ script – ‘Proppa Solid’ 

by Steven Oliver. Bangarra Dance company is one of the most successful performing arts companies in 

Australia. The company explores all aspects of Indigenous and Torres Strait Islander cultures and has 

produced significant works to tour the country.

Significant texts and performances include:

The Cherry Pickers by K Gilbert

The Cake Man by R Merritt 

Up the Ladder by R Bennett

Black Medea by W Enoch

Ngapartji Ngapartji project by BIG hART Physical theatre

Corroboree, Unaipon, Bennelong and Mathinna by Bangarra Dance Theatre

The Seven Stages of Grieving by W Enoch & D Mailman 

Box the Pony by L Purcell & S Rankin

Windmill Baby by D Milroy

Chasing the Lollyman by M Sheppard

BabaKiueria directed by D Featherstone (screenplay by G Atherden)
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WORKING WITH ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 

STORIES & PEOPLE 

PROTOCOLS & ADVICE 

There are many different Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures, each with specific histories, 

languages, and cultures. It is important to acknowledge this and the importance of consulting with the 

relevant group or community when exploring the stories and practices of different areas.

Background Context to Get your Geek by Isaac Drandic

In the words of Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander scientists:

“Indigenous Australia has some of the world’s earliest scientists and inventors, who have witnessed 

major astronomical and catastrophic events like tsunamis, meteorites, floods, and entire ice ages, and 

fortunately have survived to tell the story. Long before the Greeks were studying the stars Indigenous 

Australians were developing highly sophisticated sciences,”  Luke Briscoe, Aboriginal Scientist.

Palawa woman and Aboriginal science educator, Angie Abdilla, “Within an Indigenous paradigm, Indigenous 

Sciences are not segregated but part of all aspects of our culture and lore.”

(https://www.narragunnawali.org.au/storage/media/professional-learning/science-resource-guide-

725f400019.pdf)

"We always hear of the European scholars who proved something or found something out, but 

indigenous people have not been recognised for the achievements they have done over thousands of 

years. From aspects of conservation to astronomical studies, I think this is the time where indigenous 

science and indigenous people in that science can really shine."  Mitch Gibbs.

(https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2016/08/20/science-week-nitv-talk-indigenous-scientists-

about-their-work-and-inspiration)

“Doing what our mob has always done and that’s science! This time they are saving the bilby.” (Corey Tutt 

Indigenous STEM champion 2019 Founder of Deadly Science)

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have always though their close connection to country, the landscape, 

the seas, and the skies developed complex knowledge(s) and understandings to manage and preserve a range 

of sciences. Over tens of thousands of years, they have devised, created, and explored the environments.

Areas of expertise include:

• Fire management

• Aquaculture and the building of dams, weirs, and wells

• Agriculture: terracing and soil protection

• Astrology and astronomy

• Seasons and meteorology

• Food production 

• Land management

• Bush food

• Medicine and healing

• Design, production or use of tools, instruments, and inventions
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FUTURE PRIORITIES

How can engaging with the knowledge’s passed down from some of the world’s earliest scientists help 

to address some of the biggest scientific questions or challenges of today?

For the future it has been recognised that we need to acknowledge the important roles that these sciences 

can and do play in sustaining Australia’s ecosystem and environment. To improve in such critical areas as 

water conservation, food security and climate change, current science dialogues need to include this long 

tradition of knowledge.

Many young indigenous scientists are leading the way blending new research with the knowledge of the 

traditional owners of the land to solve current science and environment problems.

Dr Cass Hunter a Kaku Yalanji and Torres Strait Islander woman with connections to Far North Queensland 

for example is keen to make science more inclusive and accessible to all people. She is particularly 

focused on increasing the amount of Indigenous-led research that builds capacity for both Indigenous 

communities and science.

Dr Mibu Fischer is a marine scientist working with CSIRO works in the management of fisheries. She 

started working at CSIRO and is researching sustainable fishing practices to ensure that Australia’s 

ecosystems will continue for future generations. “I grew up with a strong cultural connection to the land 

and sea. My mother’s family – Quandamooka people – live on Minjerribah (North Stradbroke Island) 

where the traditional relationship with the land is very much alive.”

(https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2016/08/20/science-week-nitv-talk-indigenous-scientists-about-

their-work-and-inspiration)

WORKING WITH ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 

STORIES & PEOPLE 
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STUDENT LEARNING EXPERIENCE

Students to select and research one of the following Aboriginal and Torres Strait islander scientists and 

prepare an introduction about the scientist for the class. What is their area of speciality?  What did they 

study to become that expert? What is their focus?

• Angie Abdilla

• Corey Tutt

• Bradley Moggridge

• Cass Hunter

• Chris Matthews

• Djarra Delaney

• Faye McMillian

• Gerry Turpin

• Jason Burrow

• Jen Campbell

WORKING WITH ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 

STORIES & PEOPLE  

• Joe Sambono

• Karlie Noon

• Luke Briscoe

• Mibu Fisher

• Misty Jenkins

• Mitch Gibbs

• Renee Cawthorne

• Rowena Bell

• Simone Reynolds

• Willy Stevens

What area of science are they most interested in?   What type of scientist do they want to become?

Notes:
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WHO IS DAVID UNAIPON?

David Unaipon (1872 - 1967) was an author, polymath, inventor, 

preacher, and political activist whose string of accomplishments 

earned him the title the “Australian Leonardo Di Vinci”.

Unaipon is a simplified version of his name Ngunaitponi. At 

13 he began working as a servant for CB Young. His thirst for 

intellectual pursuits and inquiry became apparent and he was a 

life- long self- educator in philosophy, science, and literature.

There were very few opportunities for someone of his talents 

and he was frustrated in obtaining any intellectually demanding 

work. However, his obsession with perpetual motion did not stop 

and his invention of a modified shearing headpiece in 1901 was 

the practical example of his ability to creatively solve problems.

Over the years, he developed nine applications to patent a range of exciting inventions but was curtailed by 

financial constraints.

During his life he spent many years travelling outback collecting the myths and creation stories of various 

language groups. His pamphlet Aboriginal Legends (Hungarrda) was published in 1927.

An original text that Unaipon sent to be published by Angus and Robertson in 1925 is now nominated for 

UNESCO heritage listing and is part of the collection of the State Library of NSW. It now appears that he was 

certainly cheated of his writings and much of his material not properly and formally acknowledged until 

2001 when Legendary Tales of the Australian Aborigines was published under his name.

His image and this quote appear on the current Australian fifty dollar note: “As a full-blooded member of 

my race I think I may claim to be the first - but I hope, not the last - to produce an enduring record of our 

customs, beliefs and imaginings.”

An author, and a social advocate for Aboriginal people he continued preaching until his death at 87.

His life’s journey is far more complex, rich, and wide ranging than this short summary. Please head to the 

following links for further information and details.

https://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/unaipon-david-8898

https://www2.sl.nsw.gov.au/archive/discover_collections/history_nation/indigenous/unaipon/unaipon.
html

https://www.theguardian.com/books/2018/oct/06/david-unaipon-the-australian-leonardo-finally-
gets-his-due

https://aiatsis.gov.au/explore/david-ngunaitponi-unaipon

WORKING WITH ABORIGINAL & TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER 

STORIES & PEOPLE 
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PRE PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

GET YOUR GEEK ON  BY ISA AC DRANDIC
(Please adapt and use these activities in your classroom to suit age levels and curriculum priorities.)

Themes 

• Original inventions to change the world

• Competition – its advantages and disadvantages

• The fear of being smart or the smartest in a group

• Indigenous inventions and science

• Creativity – how to generate and improve

• David Unaipon and other key Indigenous inventors

Key Words & Concepts

Perpetual motion - The action of a device that, once set in motion, would continue in motion forever, with 

no additional energy required to maintain it. Such devices are impossible on grounds stated by the first and 

second laws of thermodynamics. (Wikiepedia)

Patriarchal society - A social system in which the father or brother has absolute authority or in society 

where males make all the decisions and are the only leaders.

Geek - One who passionately engages in one or more things to extreme levels.  A commonly ascribed term 

to people in the field of computer programming, but one does not have to be in a technical field to be a geek. 

The only criteria are an intense level of interest in something, often to a highly specialized degree. (Urban 

dictionary)

Patent - The sole right and ownership, to exclude others from making, using, or selling an invention that 

you have made

Key questions

• Key words and concepts?

• Where do you go to think?

• How do you kick-start your creativity?

• What makes something original?

KEVIN

I wonder what David Unaipon would invent if he were alive today?

Drama tools and conventions used -

• Multiple role-playing

• Dialogue

• Symbols /metaphors

• Gender equity – girls in science

• Allowing other people to shine

• Current science concerns

• Great collaborations in science

• Famous rivals

• Helping an enemy or rival

• Mood

• Comedy

• Physical theatre
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Warm up: The happy machines

Device: Group collage

Purpose: Teamwork and a focus on machines

Teacher explains that the class will create a machine, all students will join, together, to create one big 

machine. The teacher starts by demonstrating a happy movement and a happy sound; she stands in the 

centre of the circle and then encourages students one by one to come into the centre with their movement 

and sound to add to the machine. Teacher coaching to start with helps the students to come up with their 

own movement and sound.

Other machines to try:

• Fishing machine

• Digging machine

• Flying machine

• Perpetual motion machine

PRE PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

Notes:
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STEP 1

Device: Role play

Purpose: To consider a range of inventions by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people

Students see images of the following Indigenous inventions. (Provide links)

https://www.teaandbelle.com/single-post/2017/10/06/13-indigenous-innovations-that-are-truly-

amazing

PRE PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

Notes:

• Weirs and Fish Traps

• Firestick Farming

• Water Bags

In pairs students create a small role-play in which they use one of the inventions in 2021. Display images of 
the inventions and then allow time for creating the role-play. Ask students where they are, who they are, 
when is it happening and what is happening. Present to class. Discuss the enduring value of the inventions.

Thermoplastic Resins 
(the first super glue)

The Boomerang  The Woomera

• Stone and Natural Glass Tools

• The Didgeridoo (Didjeridu)

• Bush Foods and Medicine
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PRE PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

STEP 2

Device: Images

Purpose: To explore some of the sites, landscapes, and environments of Indigenous science

Grouping: Small groups

Discuss with students the many different landscapes and environments explored over thousands of years 

by Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, the connection to sky, land, water, plants, and animals.

Students in small groups to create as accurately as possible the following scenes as a frozen image

• A group of women diving in the sea for abalones (detail from Dark Emu)

• A canoe and a group of people fishing in the sea (detail from Dark Emu)

• Some men working in soil creating a terrace

• A group of people gazing at the night sky and pointing out the Milky Way.

Interesting facts to help prepare images with students.

1. Diving for abalones was an important part of life in the southern coastal economy. The shellfish was a 

highly valued part of the diet. The women who dived often ended up with ‘surfer’s ear. (When the bone 

has thickened to protect against cold) Scientists identified it in the skeletons of women from Victorian 

coastal regions. (P. 91 Pascoe)

2. Ocean voyages were common, and many have written about the fleets of canoes heading out to sea 

and how beautiful it looked. Canoes with outriggers and small sails were seen as they went out to sea 

searching for fish. (P. 94 Pascoe)

3. Numerous mounds were often found that had short spaces between them, and as all of these are at right 

angles to the ridge’s slopes was the work of human hands over many years, there had been a repetitive 

tilling process, (Dr Beth Gott ethnobotanist) (P. 22 Pascoe)

4. Gazing at the stars and recognising the patterns was a constant occupation of Indigenous and Torres 

Strait islanders, it helped to predict tides, weather and help with navigation.

Present to the class and share some of the details and scientific knowledge(s) from these events and explorations.

Notes:
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PRE-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

STEP 3 

Device:  Creating questions

Purpose: To learn about Karlie Alinta Noon a young Indigenous astronomer

Grouping: in pairs or whole class discussion

Share with the class the work Karlie Alinta Noon does her recent article about the Lunar Eclipse will give 

students and idea of her work.

https://www.broadsheet.com.au/national/city-file/article/super-sized-total-lunar-eclipse-happening-
wednesday-night-and-you-wont-need-wake-stupid-oclock-see-it

Students to brainstorm questions for Karlie using the following headings.

• Her journey

• Her area of expertise

• Astronomy and the study of the stars

Follow her on twitter for her latest research and statements.

Students to also hear about Corey Tutt, is a young Indigenous research assistant who started a program called 
Deadly Science to support young people in remote areas of the country who were missing out on science.

Watch the story about his venture on the 10 Network Project story.
See link - https://twitter.com/theprojecttv/status/1298183137072230400

Twitter address: 2corey_tutt

Notes:
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PRE-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

STEP 4

Device: Performing script

Purpose: To explore the two main characters and the themes in the play.

Grouping: Groups of 2

First Excerpt:
KEVIN

Still no luck ha?

DJIRRA
What do you want Kevin?

KEVIN
You.

DJIRRA
What.

KEVIN
What.

DJIRRA
Hey

KEVIN
Sorry

KEVIN
Still no luck ha?

DJIRRA
What do you want Kevin?

KEVIN
You.

DJIRRA
What.

KEVIN
What.

DJIRRA
Hey

KEVIN
Sorry
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PRE-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

Second  Excerpt:
DJIRRA/KEVIN

What did you say?

DJIRRA/KEVIN
Stop that. Stop it. What are you doing? Stop copying me. How are you doing this? How do you know 

everything I’m about to say?

KEVIN
I know everything about you.

DJIRRA
Well then you should know you need to leave me alone.

KEVIN
Have you come up with an idea for the competition?

DJIRRA
No.

KEVIN
I can help you.

DJIRRA
Help? I don’t need your help. Why would I need your help? I’m perfectly capable of coming up with an 

original and quirky invention on my own. You think because I’m a girl I don’t have the brain capacity and 
that I need a man’s help just to get by in this patriarchal society don’t you…don’t you!!!?

After rehearsing in pairs. perform and then discuss the following:
Who has the status/power in the relationship? 
What are they competing about? 
Why does Djirra take offence at his offer of help? 
How would you describe her answer? 
What is a patriarchal society?

Close of workshop 
Introduce the play, the writer, the actors and the company for Get Your Geek On

Notes:
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POST-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

(Please adapt and use these activities to suit your class.)

STEP 1 

Device: Role on the wall

Purpose: To explore the two main characters in the story; Djirra and Kevin, extend vocabulary and language 

skills in preparation for responding.

Resources: Butcher’s paper and pens/pencils

Draw two outlines of people on the butcher’s paper.

Identify one as Djirra and one as Kevin.

Write the name on the top. Start with Djirra.

Ask the students to think of words that describe Djirra physically and write these on the outside of 

the outline.

On the inside of the outline brainstorm words that describe her personality, her likes her dislikes, her 

attributes. Be as detailed as possible.

Repeat the activity for Kevin.

What type of a relationship did they have?  Did it change?

Notes:



POST-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP
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STEP 2 

Device: Play reading

Purpose: To highlight the turning point in the performance

This an extract from the script when the turning point in the drama occurs. In pairs act the scene out.

KEVIN

What’s wrong? You were working last night. Don’t do this to me. Not now please.

Kevin breaks down and cries. Djirra watches on. She notices part of the mechanism on Kevin’s invention 

has come off. She thinks to herself…should I help him or let him fail?

DJIRRA

Kevin, I think I know what’s wrong.

KEVIN

What?

DJIRRA

With your invention. May I?

She slides her hand into the mechanism and pulls out the circuit board. She adjusts a couple of the wires 

that have come lose. Kevin presses the button and this time the mechanism works. 

The crowd gasps and explodes with applause. It is a complete success! It is amazing!!! Djirra knows Kevin’s 

invention is the better of the two and will easily win over her doggy wash machine. 

V/O

Hahahahaha that was just stunning! What an imagination. I’m sure you’re going to score very highly young 

man. Well done.

After rehearsing and performing the scene, students consider the following questions.

1.  Why does Djirra help Kevin? 

2.  How is Kevin feeling?

3.  Would you do the same in a situation like this? 

4.  Have you ever rescued a rival or someone you are competing against? 

5.  What might happen to the relationship of these two rivals now? 

Notes:
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POST-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP

STEP 3 

Device: Responding

Purpose: Reflection questions for further discussion (for older students)

Checking comprehension/ elements of drama /message

Individual

1. What is Djirra enjoy doing?

2. What does she do to find her creativity? What do you do? 

3.    Read the following text 

DJIRRA

I hate this stupid game. Everyone thinks I’ll be good at it because…well you know…

MAXINE

Because you’re Aboriginal?

DJIRRA

Because I’m creative! But I’m hopeless. I’m the worst player in the history of netball.

MAXINE

Oh, c’mon sis you’re not that bad.

DJIRRA

I’m as uncoordinated as a one- legged, drunk, tightrope walker. I don’t even know why I bother. All I wanna 

do is read books and study science, find out how the world works.
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What is Djirra referring to? What problems can ‘stereotypes’ cause? Has this ever happened to you?

4.  Who is Djirra’s hero? What did he invent? What happened to his inventions? 

5.  Djirra says “ha, that’s what people want! Gadgets that make their lives easier. What’s mine gonna be?” 

What would be a gadget that you would like to invent to make life easier? 

6. Kevin and Djirra are very competitive with each other. What are the advantages of completion and the 

disadvantages? 

7.  Maxine gives Djirra some good advice “Eh stop feeling sorry for yourself, it’s embarrassing. You should 
just start experimenting and making anything, it might trigger some ideas.” This is a helpful prompt to 
creativity, playing and juggling ideas.  When could you use this advice?

8.  Why does Kevin pretend he knows everything about Djirra?

9.  Why does Djirra help Kevin in the end? How is their relationship at the end?

10.  Why is it so important to patent your ideas?

11.  What would you like to invent? 

POST-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP 
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POST-PERFORMANCE

WORKSHOP 

STEP 4 

Device: Interview

Purpose: To underline the importance of young women becoming scientists and in this instance astronauts.

Teacher to announce to the class that an agency is looking for women to go to space. They are encouraging 

women to seize this once in a lifetime opportunity. The European Space Agency (ESA) is recruiting now. 

They need 26 astronauts and are interviewing soon.  (Teachers please see the following article but for the 

purposes of this activity, the student female students are to imagine they can be selected).

https://www.theguardian.com/science/2021/jun/05/wanted-british-women-from-all-backgrounds-

who-want-to-go-to-space

Class divided into two groups aspiring astronauts and experienced astronauts to interview.

Aspiring astronauts on butcher’s paper to brainstorm. Why should they become an astronaut?

The following headings are suggested:

• Personal Strengths: patience, ability to amuse oneself on a long trip

• Science Knowledge: astronomy, engineering etc

• Communication Skills: ability to record data, capture key moments by photography or painting

Experienced astronauts to brainstorm questions for the aspiring astronauts.

Teacher then pairs students up to do the interview. Students rehearse and then select two or three to present.

After the presentations, share the following comment to finish the class:

Science is about the imaginings of new possibilities, new ideas, inventions, and solutions. To be a scientist 

you must explore from different angles, be flexible and consider alternatives. Creativity is as important to 

scientists as it is to artists.

Discuss with students what would they like to solve and create.

Notes:
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

WORKS CITED 

Curriculum resources for teams and teachers working with primary schools

https://aiatsis.gov.au/education/curriculum-resources/our-land-our-stories

Professor Mark Rose explains the significance of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander histories and cultures 

in the curriculum. Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Histories and Cultures, The Australian Curriculum

https://www.australiancurriculum.edu.au/resources/aboriginal-and-torres-strait-islander-histories-and-cultures/

Resource website that could be useful in your school’s science library (Dark Emu).

https://www.booktopia.com.au/dark-emu-in-the-classroom-simone-barlow/book/9781925768640.html

Kalie Noon comments on the recent 2021 Luna eclipse and past lunar events from an Indigenous lens.

https://www.broadsheet.com.au/national/city-file/article/super-sized-total-lunar-eclipse-happening-wednesday-
night-and-you-wont-need-wake-stupid-oclock-see-it

Teachers may be interested in this Capability Framework PDF, if they have not seen this yet.

https://education.qld.gov.au/student/Documents/capability-framework-teaching-aboriginal-torres-strait-islander-
eald-learners.pdf

This site has resources that might be useful to your school’s library. Heroes, Rebels, and Innovators: Inspiring 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people from history by Karen Wyld - Books - Hachette Australia.

https://www.hachette.com.au/karen-wyld-jaelyn-biumaiwai/heroes-rebels-and-innovators-inspiring-aboriginal-
and-torres-strait-islander-people-from-history

The 2021 National Aboriginal and Islander Day Observance Committee theme and history of the emergence 

of 1920’s community groups seeking increased awareness in the wider community of the status and 

treatment of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people of Australia.

https://www.sbs.com.au/learn/resources/celebrate-naidoc-heal-country

Jarlarla is an innovative new Professional Development activity designed to ignite your passion to 

incorporate Indigenous Knowledges into your Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) 

curriculum and beyond.

https://strongersmarter.com.au/jarlarla-program/

Stories by Indigenous curator, Aiesha Saunders, about the fishing technologies of the Sydney regions.

https://sydneylivingmuseums.com.au/stories/fisherwoman-warrane
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

ACTIVITIES WORKING WITH VIEWPOINTS & FORMS

Where are you from? This simple question adds elements to a role, character, or relationship in a story. 

When you share stories with others and open-up in the studio, it encourages students to do the same.

1. Ask students to think about where they were born or grew up. What was the name of the place? 

What were the features of the landscape? Were there any special features, animals, birds they 

remember?

2. Invite students to think of one of these features that they consider important. Ask them to create a 

gesture or symbol with their hands to represent that feature.

3. Ask students to introduce themselves, using voice and movement, and perhaps extend upon the 

first activity. Saying “my name is ........... and I am from ................” showing their hand symbol. (It’s 

often a good idea to model it first for them).

4. Go around the circle and share these. You can make this into a memory game. One person does 

their symbol and then the symbol of one other person. That person then does their symbol and the 

symbol of someone else... and so on around the circle.

5. You can repeat the process looking at one place students would like to go to, and once again 

create a hand symbol.

6. Working in pairs or small groups explore various ways to stylise symbols and link them together. 

This can be the start of creating a movement piece exploring repetition, changing the size and 

direction of the movement, using single and whole group work and so on. 

7. Share with students the idea that a lot of Indigenous art is about symbolising place, stories about 

how some parts of the landscape came to be as they are and so on. Ask them about any Aboriginal 

and/or Torres Strait Islander art, dance, and story that they know of and what it is based on.

Notes:
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

STORIES OF CREATIVITY (AGE 15)

Stories exist to help explain and describe the world we live in.

Explore and research the following stories linked to the stars.

https://theconversation.com/stories-from-the-sky-astronomy-in-indigenous-knowledge-33140

https://www.sbs.com.au/nitv/article/2015/06/03/star-named-eddie-mabo-honoured-star-dedication

Read the stories about the stars above. Student on butcher’s paper to capture the star pattern. Who are the 

people involved in this story?  What are they explaining? 

Notes:
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PERFORMING ARTS

FUTURE CAREERS

There are many different work and study options students can pursue both after school and in the future. 

For those students interested specifically in careers in the performing arts and with an Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander focus there are several focussed programs available.

•   JUTE Theatre Company is committed to promoting creative development opportunities for 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island peoples.

•  JUTE runs regular programs in acting and playwriting as well as creative development processes. 

It welcomes the involvement of young indigenous artists and offers a variety of training 

scholarships.

Other study options in Aboriginal and Torres Strait Island performing arts:

• Aboriginal Centre for the Performing Arts (ACPA) has Certificate II, Certificate III, Certificate IV, 

Diploma and Advanced Diploma in Performing Arts

• ACPA has a delivery partnership for the Certificate II in Performing Arts with Trinity Bay High 

School, Cairns and Wide Bay College, Weipa. This is delivered as Vocational Education Training 

(VET) in schools (VETis)

• National Aboriginal Islander Skills Development Association (NAISDA) Dance College in New 

South Wales has a Diploma and Advanced Diploma in dance

• Western Australia Academy of Performing Arts (WAAPA) has a Certificate IV Program in Aboriginal 

Theatre

• TAFE North, in Townsville and Cairns, and some high schools in North Queensland, delivers the 

Certificate II and Certificate III in Cultural Arts

• In the case of National Institute of Dramatic Arts (NIDA) and other Universities, Aboriginal and 

Torres Strait Islander student engagement is encouraged as part of their standard degree courses.
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GET YOUR GEEK ON

JUTE Theatre Company is delighted that you will attending the performance and theatre workshops. 
This short pre- and post-performance and workshop survey is created to get to know the audience and 
participants better. The survey should take a few minutes and will provide valuable information to assist 
you have a successful theatre and workshop experience. This information will only be used for the Dare to 
Dream projects.

Participants:

Name: 

School: 

What year/ grade are you in?

 4 – 5  6 – 7  8 – 9

Write in if no group listed:

Teachers, what year/ grade are you teaching?

 K – 1   2 – 3  4 – 5

 5 – 6  7 – 8  9 – 10

Write in if no group listed:

Pre and Post Performance Questions
Rate your answers between 1 -10 (1 being poor and 10 being excellent)

PRE & POST-PERFORMANCE AND RESIDENCY

WORKSHOP SURVEY

About the Play: Before After

Are you excited about the play?

Do you know anything about the play?

Do you know what the message in a play is?

Have you seen a First Nations play before?

About the Workshop:

Are you confident to talk in front of people?

Are you able to talk about First Nations stories you have seen?

Are you interested in taking part in the theatre workshops?

Do you know about dramatic contracts and tools?

Have you participated in a theatre workshop before?

About Science:

Do you know what science is? Or what a scientist does?

Do you know any First Nations scientists?

Do you know how to make bubbling liquid in a science experiment?

Does science you and your community?

Would you like to do a science experiment?

Any other comments:
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